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MAKE IT YOURS
Looking to add a splash of brand? Have specific requirements in mind? Our hand packing 
operation is versatile and adaptable, designed to accommodate your unique needs.

Unleash your creativity with fully customizable cutlery packs. Choose from a wide array of print, 
labeling, and material options for pack wrappers. In addition to our diverse cutlery ranges, we 
also specialize in packing various unique and special items to meet your specific needs. Your 
vision, our expertise – together, we create the perfect packaging solution.

Experience the eco-conscious choice with our wooden cutlery, crafted from 
responsibly sourced compressed Birch ply. Our organic products are 
compostable at dedicated facilities, alongside food waste, leaving a minimal 
ecological footprint. Join us in making sustainable choices for a greener 
tomorrow.



ABOUT US

Equipped with state-of-the-art modern automated machines, our production 
facility boasts unrivaled capabilities. With the capacity to produce nearly a million 
pieces in a day, we ensure timely delivery and consistent quality to meet the 
demands of our esteemed clients.

The true essence of our success lies in our unwavering commitment to imagination, 
artistic design, and an eco-friendly approach in everything we do. We believe that 
sustainable solutions can also be visually captivating. By marrying aesthetics with 
environmental consciousness, we offer an unparalleled experience for our 
customers.

Our client base spans across continents and diverse industries. From prominent 
airlines and multinational food chains to renowned hotels, resorts, hospitals, fast 
food establishments, and take-away joints, our products have become the trusted 
choice for eco-conscious businesses worldwide.

At Ahanjayas, we understand that every customer is unique. That's why we go the 
extra mile to provide complete customization, ensuring our products meet the 
specific needs of each client. From branding opportunities to tailored design 
elements, we pay meticulous attention to detail, delivering solutions that leave a 
lasting impression.

STATE-OF-THE-ART PRODUCTION FACILITY

IMAGINATION, ARTISTIC DESIGN & ECO-FRIENDLY

100 % CUSTOMIZSED WITH ATTENTION TO DETAIL

CATERING TO GLOBAL INDUSTRIES

"With an illustrious 32-year legacy in the industry, 
AHANJAYAS stands tall as the leading 
manufacturer of packaged compostable cutleries, 
food packaging containers, condiments, and 
more. Our commitment to sustainability sets us 
apart, offering eco-friendly solutions that meet the 
needs of discerning customers worldwide. 

We dedicate our success to the almighty and to all 
our customers from across the globe.”

CELEBRATING



ADD SOME CONDIMENTS
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ENERGY DRINK MIX AFTER MINTTOWELETTE

SALT PEPPER SEASONING WHITE SUGAR

TEA CREAMERCOFFEEBROWN SUGAR

Enhance your dining affair with a delightful array of condiments. From aromatic spices to 
creamy creamers, our selection of high-quality condiments complements your chosen 
cutlery, creating a feast for the senses. Customize your culinary journey with the perfect 
blend of flavors, adding a touch of indulgence to every bite.

Savor the rich aroma of hand-picked spices or indulge in the velvety 
smoothness of our premium creamers. With our diverse condiment options, 
you have the freedom to curate a dining experience that suits your unique 
taste and preferences. Embrace the art of gastronomy as you add the 
finishing touches to your culinary masterpiece with our thoughtfully curated 
condiments.
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Cutlery 
with a 

Conscience: 
Nourishing 

You, 
Nurturing 

Earth



CHOOSE YOUR PACKAGING
Your cutlery deserves a packaging that reflects your unique style. Explore our selection of 
premium packing papers, thoughtfully curated to enhance the presentation of your 
chosen cutlery. From rustic textures to sleek designs, find the perfect match to elevate 
your brand identity.

Personalize your packaging further by adding your custom brand logo and 
colors. Our expert printing services ensure your brand story is beautifully 
showcased on every package. Stand out from the crowd with a distinct 
packaging solution that leaves a lasting impression on your customers.

Rest assured, our packaging is not only aesthetically pleasing but also 
environmentally conscious. With SGS certifications and compliance with 
European standards, our packing papers are 100% compostable, 
contributing to a greener planet. TUV certification and FDA approval add an 
extra layer of trust and assurance, making your packaging choices even 
smarter.
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With our versatile packing paper options and expert branding services, we 
bring your vision to life, making every dining experience a cherished 
memory. Choose the right paper, and let your brand shine through in every 
detail - the sustainable and certified way.

100% Compostable  SGS certified packaging, FDA 
certified packaging, No PLA/PE lining, Food Safe
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TOP INDUSTRIES

Restaurants
& Takeaways

Hospitality
& Catering

Inflight
Catering

Hotels &
Resorts
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OUR ESTEEMED CLIENTS
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OUR PRODUCTION CAPABILITY



Deliverability: Our Production and Logistics Mastery
With a robust infrastructure and cutting-edge technology, we pride ourselves on 
timely delivery. From domestic to international, our logistics prowess ensures your 
orders reach you seamlessly. Our large-scale production lines ensure swift 
fulfillment, making us your trusted partner in meeting deadlines.

Completely Customizable: Tailoring Excellence for Every Industry
Understanding that every industry is unique, we specialize in providing tailored 
solutions. Our versatility shines as we curate products to match your distinct 
requirements. Whether it's airlines, restaurants, or packaging, Ahanjayas molds its 
innovation to fit your niche.

Creative Approach: Where Imagination Meets Craftsmanship
Creativity is our cornerstone. Our adept designers craft products that transcend 
convention. From sleek modernity to timeless elegance, we infuse imagination into 
each creation. Experience design brilliance that stands out, setting new trends in 
the industry.

Safety: Nurturing Earth and Ensuring Well-being
Beyond products, our commitment to safety extends to our environment and 
employees. Our sustainable practices guarantee eco-friendly solutions, while a 
safe work culture reflects in every product we make. Trust Ahanjayas for products 
that prioritize both safety and sustainability.

Quality Control: Our Benchmark for Excellence
Quality isn't just a trait; it's our tradition. Our rigorous quality control ensures every 
piece that leaves our facility is impeccable. From raw materials to finished goods, 
we set a benchmark for excellence, ensuring your satisfaction and peace of mind.
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At Ahanjayas, we're not just a manufacturer; we're a creative powerhouse of 
possibilities. Our impressive production capabilities transcend boundaries, 
embodying excellence in every product we craft. Embark on a journey through our 
five foundational pillars, each one a testament to our commitment to delivering 
remarkable solutions.



EMBRACE
SUSTAINABILITY
Join the Eco-Warriors!

UNLEASH YOUR 
IMAGINATION

Customization at 
its Finest!

DECADES OF
EXCELLENCE
Trust, Reliability 

and Expertise

LIMITLESS
CAPACITY

We’re ready for any 
Challenge

HYGIENE MEETS
TECHNOLOGY

Automated Prodcution 
for Peace of Mind

END-TO-END
SUPPORT

Seamless Logistics
Solutions
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Contact us for more

linkedin.com
/company/ahanjayas/

+91 98100 71842 341/12/B, Street No. 5,
I.P. Extension, Shahdara,

Delhi 110032, India.

+91 98211 02766

info@ahanjayas.net

in.pinterest.com/Vidur37


